Head of Isolation ICs (f/m/div)*

At a glance

Job description

Location:

Munich (Germany)

Job ID:

321214

As a Head of Isolation ICs Segment in the product line Power and Isolation ICs (PI)
within the PSS division you will be responsible for the overall Isolation ICs segment
strategy with a strong focus on the definition of the Isolation ICs roadmap. In this role
you will lead a team and be part of the PI leadership team. The position can be filled
either in Munich or Villach (Austria).

Start date:

immediately

Entry level: 5+ years
Type:

Full time

Contract:

Permanent

In your new role you will:
Take over full responsibility of the overall Isolation ICs segment strategy,
including long-term revenue planning and R&D budget planning
Ownership for the definition of the Isolation ICs roadmap & responsible for
defining product requirements based on market and customer inputs
Drive lead customer engagements together with sales and is responsible for a
successful ramp at the customers

Apply to this position online by following the
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID:

321214

www.infineon.com/jobs

Profile

Contact

Do you listen actively to the customer and consider his point of view, thoughts, and
ideas? If you furthermore have a good sense for current and future trends and are able
to derive potential new products for your own department then you should join our
team.

Nadine Patriarca Roth
Talent Attraction Manager

You are best equipped for this task if you have:
A degree in Business Administration, Marketing or a technical degree
At least 8 years of working experience in a marketing, technical marketing or
product management role within the semiconductor industry
Experience in the area of Isolation ICs is a big plus
A strong business driven personality being able to prioritize
The ability to act comfortably in matrix organizations
A strategic mindset
Fluent English communication skills , German is considered as a nice to have
Willingness to travel

